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SPIRIT REINS

EVERYONE'S HEALTH
AND SAFETY

These are very stressful times that we are experiencing. We all need to practice courtesy
and mindfulness during this time of the pandemic. COVID-19 may be with us for some
time. We are only as safe as our staff/co-workers, family members, neighbors and
clients who practice mindfulness, social distancing, wearing mask, and washing hands.
We are all in this together.

Clients should not come to Spirit Reins if client is ill with flu-like or COVID-19

symptoms, or if caregiver/family members present(s) with said symptoms. Clients

need to call Spirit Reins to cancel/reschedule session. Clients are encouraged to

take their temperature before coming to Spirit Reins. [*Caution: Do not take your

temperature within 30 minutes of exercising or after taking medications that could

lower your temperature, like acetaminophen.]

 

Caregivers/guardians will be asked to sign a new COVID-19 liability form before

coming to the ranch. Caregivers/guardians, please limit the number of people

coming to the ranch to the client and the caregiver or transporter if possible.

PRIOR TO ARRIVAL AT SPIRIT
REINS FOR RE-OPENING

For now, one team (therapist and equine professional) will be present at the ranch on
the following days working with Ellie or Kym. Clients will be scheduled with their
therapist on the following days: Araceli Monday AM and Tuesday; Sara Monday PM and
Wednesday; Shirley Thursday and Friday PM. We will be constantly reviewing our health
and safety practices during this phase to work towards expanding capacity in the next
phase of re-opening.

CAPACITY
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SPIRIT REINS

MASKS

Staff and clients will wear masks on site at the ranch. Clients are encouraged to bring
their own mask. Please wear a mask that is designed to fit you as an individual, without
gaps around the face. Mask may be lowered only if distance between client and/or
another individual is greater than 6 feet.  When lowering mask or removing mask, take
care to prevent exposing the inside of the mask to contaminants. Disposable masks will
be provided, should clients forget to bring their own. 
 
Cloth mask: the recommended materials include cotton, flannel, chiffon with
approximately 3 layers. The wearer must be able to breath. But the mask must not
have gaps around the nose or mouth.

CHECKING TEMPERATURE

Therapist will take client’s temperature. Then, therapist will walk them to the designated
area to be used for the session. Sessions or check-in should not occur in the lobby. If
clients/caregivers have a temperature, Spirit Reins reserves the right to refuse
participation for in-person services to an individual that has a fever and/or displays
other symptoms of illness. Clients may be seen for telehealth services during this time.

Sessions will not be held on the porch or in the office lobby.

PORCH FURNITURE AND
LOBBY AREA
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“For safety is not
a gadget but a

state of mind.” 

– Eleanor Everet

HANDWASHING

Washing your hands by singing the “Happy Birthday” song or counting for 20 seconds,
while washing hands with soap and water, and then using a paper towel to dry the
hands will minimize exposure from touching surfaces. Use a paper towel to turn off
light switch and open door to leave. 
 
Handwashing is one of the best ways to stop the spread of the COVID-19. Please wash
your hands before going out to see the animals and after returning. Do not touch your
face with your hands.

RESTROOM

If a client needs to use the restroom facilities while at Spirit Reins, only one person will
come into the office facility at a time. Parent/caregiver may enter with the client if the
client needs assistance from the caregiver.
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AMAZING DIGITAL MEDIA

Payments will be made by arrangements with the Billing office. 
Please contact (512) 778-9449 to pre-arrange billing or if you have questions.

Clients designated by the therapist for mounted work can ride but must be able to
follow directions of the staff. For younger children needing assistance, the caregiver can
aid in mounting. Staff will demonstrate to caregivers appropriate mounting technique.
Clients are required to wear a mask during mounting, riding, and dismounting. If 6 feet
of social distancing can be adhered to during lesson, team and client may be allowed to
lower the mask for easier breathing. Client will work with equipment that has been
sanitized. Please wash hands before and after riding.

HAND SANITIZER

An adult must be present with a child while using hand sanitizer.

6 feet is the required minimum of physical space between client and team.

SOCIAL DISTANCING

BILLING

MOUNTED / GROUND WORK WITH
HORSES / ANIMALS
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Therapy cabins will not be used.

If tornadoes, severe thunder storms, or significant rainfall are expected that morning,
the session will be cancelled. If inclement weather occurs during session, after clients
have arrived, the team may take clients to the group cabin, barn, or covered round pen
for session. Clients are strongly encouraged to bring their own water bottles.

INCLEMENT OR HOT
WEATHER

SPIRIT REINS

THERAPY CABINS

THERAPY SESSIONS

Session time should not be longer than 45-50 minutes to allow staff to sanitize
equipment/structures if needed. And, in the case of hot weather, staff or client may
reduce session time.
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SPIRIT REINS

TELEHEALTH
AVAILABILITY

Telehealth is an option for clients/caregivers
that have pre-existing conditions or concerns
about coming to the ranch.

Email: info@spiritreins.org
Phone: (512) 778-9449

CONTACT US WITH
QUESTIONS

THANK YOU

Thank you all so much for your patience,
cooperation, and mindfulness. We look forward to
this first phase of re-opening Spirit Reins and re-

connecting with all of our clients at the ranch.
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